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Foreword

Digital transformation is very much in vogue, but what does it really mean for 
the organization? What is its impact on organizational systems and structures? 
How does it change work as we know it? 

The Fourth Industrial Revolution (4IR) has unleashed forces that are profoundly 
impacting companies and markets by blurring the lines between people and 
technology. Digitally driven innovations that previously existed on the edges  
of business ecosystems are now ubiquitous. As human-machine collaboration 
becomes both necessary and prevalent, the worker experience must emerge as 
the focal point of organizational transformation. 

While the first wave of digitalization largely focused on building-block  
technologies and infrastructure, this second wave presents a much more  
cryptic challenge, as it necessarily involves rebuilding both organizations and  
institutions. It places the worker experience at the epicenter of change, as  
we are transforming core work and challenging the workforce with new ways  
of working that will ultimately lead us into the third wave of institutional  
innovation.

This second wave of the 4IR has profound implications for the workforce as  
it ushers in a new era of knowledge and parallel breakthroughs in technologies 
such as robotics, 3-D printing, blockchain, machine learning (ML) and artificial 
intelligence (AI). We are seeing a significant decline in the need for workers  
to perform physical and manual tasks, as well as a downturn in the need  
for humans to perform basic cognitive chores. Instead, we are witnessing a  
significant rise in demand for higher cerebral skills and advanced  
technological capabilities.

Against this backdrop, we present “Digital Worker Experiences in the Fourth 
Industrial Revolution” - our perspective on emerging organizational changes that 
will have a profound effect on the business world over the coming years. 

We hope that this perspective will provide the insights and background to help 
you address the implications of organizational transformation as the current 
wave of the 4IR evolves.

 

Mimi Brooks
CEO, Logical Design Solutions
May 2020
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We had an excellent year
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Business leaders today must consider the changing nature of work or risk being left behind 
as the drivers of the Fourth Industrial Revolution (4IR) gain momentum. Ground zero is the 
worker experience, as humans grapple with the intrusion of tools that can perform tasks 
thousands of times faster than ever before.
 
A new business model must have a clear line of sight from an overarching strategy that  
considers the critical importance of the worker experience. This is a matter of seeing the 
worker both as an essential mechanism of human-computer interaction and also as the  
customer.  

As horizontal business structures become the norm in this digital age, we will see continued 
automation emerge and new ways of working instantiated as reliable business practices. 
While the focus shifts to the worker experience, these work practices will be ingrained into 
the corporate culture and human-machine intelligence will begin to integrate seamlessly into 
the operating model.

So how do business leaders respond to these changes? What actions are necessary and  
what tools are available to bring the worker experience into sharp focus?

From an organizational design perspective, as companies seek to rebundle work in an  
increasingly agile environment, a process of reinvention, reskilling, centralization, reshaping 
and enhancing day-to-day tasks is essential to reap the rewards of digital transformation.

Introduction
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Due to multiple factors, alternative and remote work 
environments are fast becoming commonplace in an ever 
more diverse workplace. We should consider the capacity 
to maneuver quickly in-and-out of those working cadences 
much like our ability to adapt and shift supply chain opera-
tions as a critical capability and sign of business pliancy. 

This acceleration in remote working practices today must 
necessarily involve more than the installation and usage  
of digital tools. This trend also requires that companies 
consider aspects of worker resilience and conformity. 
Staying positive while adapting to a completely different 
work environment is crucial in a world where many people 
may never meet their workmates in person and are being 
asked to focus on the job in hand despite what may  
sometimes be perceived as overwhelming external  
factors. In other words, consideration of the worker  
experience must be an integral part of any digital  
transformation initiative. New business operating  
models will be judged by their line of sight to new work 
practices and progressive digital worker experiences. 

Emerging business ecosystems are forcing 4IR busi-
nesses to think and act very differently regarding their 
strategies, business models, leadership, core capabilities, 
value creation and capture systems, as well as organiza-
tional models. The key to success in this fast-changing 
environment is to transform businesses and organizations 
without destroying them.
 
During a time of rapid convergence of enabling tech-
nologies, customer desires and business ecosystems, 
rethinking the fundamentals of how a business creates 
and captures value is an absolute priority. As a matter 
of survival, companies must now innovate at the level of 
their business models. This can be achieved through what 
some are referring to as “minimum viable transformation.” 
This means pulling together the essential elements of new 
business models into barely working prototype models, 
specifically designed to test key risks before establishing 
the company’s role as a leader, disruptor, orchestrator or 
niche player in an ecosystem. 
 
Do ecosystem-oriented companies have an enduring  
advantage? In all likelihood, given the accelerating pace  
of the 4IR, the answer is yes. From a strategic point of 
view, perhaps a good analogy is that while traditional 
companies are building moats to protect the business 
from competitors, ecosystem companies are operating 
turnstiles. While vertical institutions have enjoyed success 
over the past forty years by protecting a combination  
of high entry barriers and product differentiators or by  
investing in assets that are hard to find, ecosystem  
companies have adopted a strategy that seeks to link  
rather than exclude companies and their assets. These  
are what we refer to as “cognitive enterprises.”
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At the strategic level, leaders will need to develop an agile  
and scalable learning culture, as well as promote human- 
computer collaboration, shift from a “push” to a “pull” mindset, 
evolve both culture and behavior within the company, adopt 
transient advantage strategies by shortening product and  
service lifecycles, accurately measure digital return on  
investment, harness new knowledge flows, engage in  
disruptive innovation, and acquire or rent the right workers  
at the right time.

Here, we present perspectives that expose the true nature  
of work in the second wave of the 4IR and how business  
leaders can cope with the challenges of digital acceleration  
in the workplace.
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Competing at the Rate of Learning

Figure 1. Adapting to Rates of Learning - Computer v. Human

A key consideration in this second wave of the 4IR is the 
practice of competing at the rate of learning, as organi-
zations adapt on different time scales. Humans assist 
machines and vice-versa as the concept of collective intelli-
gence comes into play. 

The idea of “competing at the rate of learning” means that 
while you are optimizing machine learning on an exponen-
tial time scale, you are also trying to optimize your workers 
learnings within a much slower human time scale that 
includes consideration of the social, political, and econom-
ic forces that are shaping the business model. As such, 
contemporary organizational learning must be expanded to 
both faster and slower timescales. 

Workers will shift to more durable skills like critical thinking, 
creativity, complex problem-solving, and open-mindedness, 
while machines will solve repetitive and analytical challeng-
es at far greater speeds than is humanly possible. Learning 
and adaptation become constant as digital ecosystems 
gain ever greater footholds in traditional organizations, 
while digital native companies leverage the advantages of 
the horizontal mindset and momentum that are an innate 
part of their organizational fabric.

To succeed, digital operating models must allow the cre-
ation and maintenance of new organizational capabilities. 
These include iterative formal and informal work practices 
and rapid resource configuration for agility as the worker 

1
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Case in Point 

A leading ride-sharing company uses 
advanced algorithms to analyze the data 
captured on platforms that connect drivers 
and passengers to improve routing delivery 
and match supply with demand. At the same 
time, it offers human assistance to drivers 
who need help with complex customer  
demands. In this way, autonomous  
learning algorithms dovetail with the higher  
intelligence and creativity of the human 
workforce.

experience becomes the focal point for assimilating new 
knowledge flows into the working environment. 

This outcome is facilitated by the free flow of information and 
feedback that are the hallmarks of an agile organization. At 
the same time, forward thinking organizations that equate the 
worker and employee experience to that of the customer will 
drive collaboration across the entire business platform.

Learning may also be driven by workers who “accelerate” the 
infusion of upskilling into the company. Once new ways of 
working are defined and a learning paradigm is created, input 
from both subject matter experts and worker focus groups  
can augment an “infinite” learning loop, thereby creating a 
work environment that is conducive to enthusiastically em-
bracing new skills. By tracking and measuring the results of 
these efforts, management can grasp the relative success or 
need for adjustment of the learning model.

As we move toward these new learning models, new work will 
be more akin to flexible bundles of tasks that exercise human 
judgment, creativity, cultural awareness, strategic vision and 
many other assets. In the future, these human capabilities 
will need to be adopted by our educational institutions as we 
transition into the third wave of the 4IR.
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Companies need an overarching 4IR business strategy 
that encompasses design thinking and the application of 
agile methodologies to promote product ownership and 
provide a direct line of sight from senior leadership to the 
front lines.
   
Employees remain the crucial “glue” in the future of work 
as they assume ever more complex tasks, leaving re-
petitive, everyday chores to machines. New avenues of 
intellectual challenge and productivity will open for core 

workers, along with a more flexible and agile way of  
conducting everyday business.

In an agile and scalable learning culture, processes are 
no longer siloed into functional hierarchies, but instead 
are managed by technologically adept networks of teams 
whose mission is to work agnostically with sales, market-
ing and service, while also applying technologies like AI 
and ML to mine and leverage massive amounts of data. 

Figure 2. Developing an Agile and Scalable Learning Culture

Developing an Agile and  
Scalable Learning Culture2
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The building blocks for the agile organization include 
cross-functional teams responsible for product  
development and product launches, as well as self- 
managing teams. A third dimension will be pools of  
individuals staffed to different tasks based on priority  
of organizational needs, including corporate services  
and functions such as HR and Legal.

Such structures will facilitate massive economies of scale 
from a technological viewpoint while also addressing any 
scarcity of talent. Every worker will need a broader, more 
entrepreneurial skillset that facilitates the successful  
integration of digital technologies into the business. In  
this regard, continuous learning will become one of  
several agile approaches.

An environment of continual learning is essential for this 
approach to succeed. While classroom environments may 
provide a brief alternative to “the way we’ve always done 
it,” research has shown that workers quickly revert to old 
habits. Instead, learning will be integrated into everyday 
working life and aligned with an individual’s aspirations 
for the future. In this way, it will be far easier for workers 
to see the practical connection with their ongoing tasks 
through learning to solve problems in a different way.

Some of the trademarks of agile second wave companies 
will include a flat organizational structure, flexible resourc-
es, hands-on governance, and robust partnerships in an 
expanding business ecosystem. Continuous learning,  
rapid iteration of processes, standardized tasks,  
entrepreneurial orientation, and role mobility will all be 
standout traits of these companies, along with a  
profound application of next generation technology.

Case in Point 

A leading consumer products firm set about 
removing constraints across its business 
units by treating each one as a separate 
customer with different needs and values. 
Rather than managing the projects in a  
traditional top-down way, leadership  
sought to remove constraints and problems 
proactively by delving in at the ground level. 
In so doing, agile values and approaches 
were gradually instilled across the  
organization, resulting in more effective  
collaboration and rapid adaptation to  
increasingly dynamic marketplaces.
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Defining Human-Computer 
Collaboration

Figure 3. Humans as Trainers and Machines as Guides

The first wave of digital transformation focused largely 
on automation, but this took place without a similar level 
of focus on promoting human-machine collaboration. The 
evolving human-machine relationship – where people and 
automation coexist through work allocation and design - is 
a crucial aspect of any digital transformation strategy and 
must be made an integral part of organizational redesign. 

For most organizations, the amount of fully automated 
work is insignificant compared to the amount of work 
expected to be performed in a hybrid, human-machine 
partnership. As humans increasingly take their "hands off 
and on the wheel" at work, this area will be a critical focus 
of work design and the worker experience going forward. 

We enter the second wave of the 4IR quite unprepared  
for this challenge, with issues ranging from ethical design, 
social policies, ready leadership, and an ill-equipped  
workforce. 

One way to think about human-machine work redesign is 
to consider the intersection of the four key areas of new 
work: human only tasks, humans as trainers, machines as 
guides, and machine only tasks. Humans as trainers and 
machines as guides are both areas in need of particular 
focus. We can evaluate the future of computers as tools, 
as assistants, as peers to their human counterparts, and 
even as managers. 

3
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Case in Point 

Advances in AI and ML mean that computers are now being  
employed to act as guides for humans at a major bank, where  
a natural language system now answers almost three quarters of  
all customer queries. Using humans as trainers, the system is  
being constantly improved to answer more complex questions, as 
well as to reflect the personality of the institution in its interactions 
with clients and also determine the mood of the customer and  
respond accordingly.

Collective intelligence embraces both people and  
computers. For example, the role of the human as a trainer 
might include aspects of creativity, abstract thinking and 
intuition, while the machine acting as a guide may include 
validation, interpretation, benchmarks, best practices and 
shared learnings.
 
As we move from the first wave of digital transformation 
and the relatively straightforward models of automation 
that were deployed in most companies, we face the  
second wave with the daunting task of redesigning work  
in a hybrid man-machine model. It will be the shifting, 
seamless continuity of work between human workers  
and machines that will challenge us as work designers. 
We’ve already experienced worrisome gaps in hands  
off-hands on scenarios that suggest we’ll need to do a 
better job anticipating how shared intelligence models  
are intercepted and how humans regain control (and 
vice-versa) - just in time, safely, and without intolerable 
performance degradation.

By providing a curated platform for collaborative  
human-computer work, a company can encourage workers 
to share their latest ideas and elaborate on how these 
might change ways of working. Experimentation in this 
regard has proven beneficial to companies that are trying 
to adapt to the new demands of digital transformation. 

By designating early adopters – those who can reimagine 
work in the context of human-machine collaboration and 
share their ideas on improved productivity with others – 
companies can foster a spirit of cooperation among their 
peers. These workers can trade ideas through a process 
known as abductive reasoning, whereby an initial data  
set is analyzed, and a preliminary hypothesis drawn  
may then be refined over time as more verifiable data  
is gathered. Using metrics such as satisfaction,  
productivity, acquisition of new skills, assurance, and  
peer feedback on ideas for new ways of working, a  
company can evaluate the relative success of its  
human-computer collaboration initiatives.  
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Shifting from a “Push” to a 
“Pull” Working Model4

Figure 4. The Difference Between "Push" and "Pull" Models

The 4IR is turning traditional organizational structures inside out, as vertical siloes and centralized, top-down, zero-sum “push” 
business models simply cannot function efficiently in a digital-first business environment. While early digital projects were 
implemented in isolated pockets where their impact mirrored organizational siloes, they were impeded by long-established 
boundaries between functions. They often existed in an atmosphere of worker distrust regarding the perceived threat of AI 
and ML initiatives. 

Heavily instantiated structures – largely still in place in many organizations today – will need to dissolve, as the lines between 
functions dissipate and collaborative, participative, positive-sum, flexible and bottom-up “pull” models emphasize scalable 
learning over efficiency, and talented workers over processes and organizational routines.
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The standard “push” business model seeks to deliver  
resources to the right place at the right time, typically  
using workers who are all part of the same organizational  
structure. Enterprise systems are built around this approach 
by defining specific tasks that must be performed and 
human resources that must be deployed to fulfill anticipated 
customer demands. However, as companies move towards 
platforms and business ecosystems, these “push” models 
give way to “pull” where capital, talent and knowledge start 
flowing rapidly across geographical and institutional  
boundaries. 

As described earlier, by shifting the focus from scalable  
efficiency to scalable learning within the enterprise and 
across the business ecosystem – an approach first  
advocated in John Hagel’s book “The Big Shift” – companies 
will position themselves for success as the pace of digital 
transformation accelerates. According to Hagel, while large 
organizations will persist, there must be a transition from 
efficiency-based operations to an environment where  
learning and performance can be accelerated by applying 
design thinking and design methodologies. As ecosystems 
expand, this change will include more effectively connecting 
to and building relationships with third parties to leverage 
larger pools of knowledge.

Case in Point 

A leading food producer operating as a traditional vertical, 
top-down “push”-oriented company dominated its  
competitors for decades. However, in an era of global  
distribution and rapidly emerging competition, the  
company recognized the importance of the larger  
ecosystem, since supply chain management needed  
stronger collaboration with outside entities to maintain  
market share. The company used pull models at the  
ecosystem levels to address opportunities such as  
independent entities rapidly supplying goods on demand  
to surrounding supermarkets and retail shops.
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Harnessing External  
Knowledge Flows

We see an ever-increasing rate of change, disruption and 
uncertainty that is driven primarily by the rapid prolifera-
tion of new digital infrastructures, each of which is being 
adopted faster than the last. At the same time, the global 
economy has facilitated the movement of talent, products, 
and money across borders. This movement of workers 
alone compromises the closely guarded stocks of propri-
etary knowledge that institutions have built in attempts to 
gain superiority in their respective vertical marketplaces. 

The policy of protecting and defending knowledge his-
torically maintained by companies is now increasingly 
under threat. While pre-existing knowledge stocks rarely 
have a positive impact on innovation outputs, increasing 
diversification and the emergence of massive business 
ecosystems driven by digital transformation result in the 
depreciation of knowledge stocks at rates unseen prior to 
the 4IR. Even the most successful products and services 
are now under constant threat of obsolescence. In today’s 

fluid and disruptive market environment, companies can 
no longer rely solely on internal knowledge in their quest 
for market advantage.

Allowing workers to gain access to flows of knowledge 
that exist on the edges or outside of the company is often 
more easily said than done. The acquisition of trust within 
and beyond immediate business ecosystems is obviously 
a key factor, as is the reciprocal sharing of otherwise  
proprietary information across company boundaries. 

As increasingly non-proprietary or open-source knowledge 
flows between business ecosystems gain momentum, 
institutions will face growing competitive pressure and 
shrinking returns. In this regard, we will see emerging 
physical and virtual environments that exist between  
ecosystems to facilitate the back and forth flow of  
knowledge between institutions and workers who have 
acquired a necessary level of trust. 

5

Figure 5. Moving from Knowledge Stocks to Flows of Knowledge
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Case in Point 

A global parts manufacturer for high-end bicycles uses 
external knowledge flows to collaborate with constituents, 
even those outside the immediate business ecosystem. By 
focusing on relevant information sources including suppli-
ers, dealers, customers, communities and even competitors, 
the company is able to share and store productive external 
information across the entire company, but specifically to 
those engaged in developing new ways of competing.  
As a means of reciprocation, the company releases 
certain proprietary information to those sources without 
compromising its quest for constant innovation. 
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As terms like quantum computing, 3-D printing, autonomous 
transport and advanced materials are becoming part of our 
everyday vernacular, obvious questions focus on how this 
intrusion of technology will impact traditional ideas of edu-
cation and preparation for a successful career. How should 
today’s workforce adapt and how should institutions nurture 
the new wave of skills required to flourish in the workplace 
of tomorrow?

As more and more routine jobs become automated and 
vanish from the workplace, durable skills will come to the 
forefront of every human resource manager’s wish list. 
Along with technological know-how, businesses will require 
workers to display ever greater creativity and emotional 
intelligence.

While robots will continue to usurp the once pervasive jobs 
of the Third Industrial Revolution, what we refer to as “soft” 
skills will become hard and fast prerequisites for acquiring 
work in the 4IR - regardless of whether an individual is a 
“gig” economist or formally employed. 

As companies accelerate towards this new world order, they 
will recognize the ideal worker of the future. The customary 
degree-based approach to plotting a particular career path 
will become subordinated by a need for those who display 
the fluid intelligence that is needed to prevail in a world of 
ever more “thoughtful” machines.

Promoting Durable  
Worker Skillsets6

Figure 6. The Essential Durable Skill Sets for the 4IR
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Case in Point 

As the 4IR evolves, companies are redesigning 
jobs around process outcomes rather than 
persisting with traditional job titles. For example, 
a major telecommunications company retrained 
tens of thousands of employees as it shifted its 
business focus to mobile networks. As AI and 
ML usurped repetitious tasks formerly handled 
by long-term employees, the company  
completely reengineered its organizational  
chart and moved the human focus to those 
tasks that could not be ascribed to computers. 
Some of these new skills involved cross-selling 
and complex problem-solving, while other  
“superjobs” focused on the more intricate  
parts of data science.

Workers will need to flex in the context of 4IR ecosystem- 
oriented tasks. A new breed of “Superjobs” will combine  
multiple traditional roles, involving a more complex set of 
domain, technical, and human skills. These jobs will involve 
broader skillsets and more expansive use of technology.

We will see employers struggle to fill these increasingly  
cerebral job roles while the digital economy expands unabated, 
leaving behind those who fail to adapt and even threatening 
long established governmental strategies for managing the 
masses. Leaders must ultimately consider how 4IR worker 
skills and jobs can be aligned to embrace the coming tsunami 
of social disruption. 

This sea change required in worker skillsets to meet future  
hiring needs cannot occur by osmosis. It requires a  
concerted reengineering effort that involves the cooperation 
and alignment of business leaders, educators and govern-
ments alike. The focus must be on the development of a  
new breed of worker who is comfortable with change, not 
afraid to take risks, is highly collaborative, and who is also a 
critical systems-based thinker. In consequence, companies  
will be forced to revise targeted outreach and recruitment  
practices and reevaluate long-standing investments in work-
force training programs.

In summary, the expansion of digital capabilities and mass 
automation means that we are on the cusp of unprecedented 
turmoil in the realm of human resourcing. Embracing the 4IR 
as an opportunity to nurture durable skills rather than as a 
conundrum that threatens the status quo is key to the survival 
of educational establishments and businesses alike. Tying the 
development of soft skills to the worker experience will enable 
individuals to flourish in the digital, social enterprise that will 
become a cornerstone of survival in the 4IR.
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The Three Waves of  
Digital Transformation

We are in the midst of the second wave of the Fourth  
Industrial Revolution. During the first wave, we learned 
that digital transformation is much more than simply  
buying digital and installing agile methodologies.  
We also learned that long instantiated vertical structures  
and siloes conflict with the horizontal structures needed 
in digital-first organizations, that engagement and culture 
change without the context of new work and new ways of 
working have limited sustainable value, that human and 
machine work allocation are integral to organizational 
design, and that leaders need better methodologies for 
managing ongoing large-scale change as learning and 
adaptation is constant.

This second wave is developing at a far greater pace than 
the first. Companies are coming to the realization that 
they must adopt transient advantage strategies in order to 
survive, that durable skills for the workforce are essential, 
that businesses must adopt agile and innovative organiza-
tional structures, that the worker and customer experience 
must become indiscernible and that we must refocus on 
technology governance. 
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The Three Waves of  
Digital Transformation

The first wave involved changes to the basic principles  
of our business landscape epitomized by the emergence 
and rapid spread of digital technology infrastructure. The 
evolution of business ecosystems has significantly reduced 
barriers to entry and to movement, especially for agile,  
disruptive companies, which has led to extreme forms  
of competition that have usurped the power base of  
traditional, vertically oriented companies. 

Wave 1

This second wave will usher in flows of knowledge  
that exist “on the edges” of ecosystems and extend  
well beyond the boundaries of knowledge stocks held  
so closely by major corporations. Human talent must also 
evolve in concert with advances in artificial intelligence  
and machine learning. Rapid change, higher unpredictability 
and volatility are all keys to improving performance. 

Wave 2

Organizational & Work 
Transformation

"Push" models give way 
to "Pull" as capital, talent 

and knowledge start  
flowing rapidly across 

geographical and  
institutional boundaries.

Digital
Disruption

The evolution of digital  
infrastructure via disruptive 

digital-natives and the essential 
industry response through  

new digital strategies.

1

2

Most 4IR companies are in the midst of the second 
wave of the Fourth Industrial Revolution. 



The third wave – institutional innovation – will be largely 
driven by participation in and the harnessing of knowledge 
flows. Organizations that flourish during this wave will  
institute massive changes in business practices  
designed to create value through significant performance  
improvement. Such innovations will move companies  
from scalable efficiency to scalable learning as businesses  
utilize a highly evolved digital infrastructure to accelerate 
performance as more ecosystem partners join forces. 

Wave 3

Organizational & Work 
Transformation

"Push" models give way 
to "Pull" as capital, talent 

and knowledge start  
flowing rapidly across 

geographical and  
institutional boundaries.

Institutional
Innovation

Business ecologies are  
redefined as the digital age  
matures. "Push" institutions  

fall by the wayside.

2

3
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Acquiring or Renting  
the Right Workers
Some projections suggest that over 40% of the US work-
force will be classified as contingent this year (i.e., those 
who are not on the company payroll but provide services 
to an organization, such as contractors, consultants, tem-
porary workers and advisers). However, in an era of rapid 
change and uncertainty, the question is whether compa-
nies are capably engaging the right workers at the right 
time, or whether the absence of a well-defined workforce 
management strategy may expose a company to unfore-
seen financial and other risks.
 
While acquiring or “renting” the right workers can result 
in lower costs (absence of vacation pay, benefits and 
overtime) and increased flexibility (particular expertise for 
a specific amount of time), as well as improved operation-
al efficiencies and alignment with business strategies, a 
poorly conceived plan to replace former employees with 
just-in-time resources can actually result in higher costs 

and unrealized returns. Not only that, but the absence of 
any form of company loyalty in a contingent workforce 
can expose a business to the loss of intellectual property, 
knowledge stocks, and even closely held trade secrets.
 
Of course, this latter outcome depends upon the level of 
access contingent workers may have to crucial company 
information, especially when it comes to dealing with 
customers. This is a relatively new trend, whereby “ag-
ile talent” is being used in strategically important roles 
previously reserved for full-time employees. The fact that 
there are freelance experts available in a particular area 
of the business assuages the need to retrain or replace 
employees who are struggling to keep pace with new 
business directions. This is particularly important at a time 
when digital transformation is accelerating and expanding 
ecosystems are changing traditional ways of conducting 
business.

7

Figure 7. Expected Rise in Contingent Workers

*U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics & Intuit Contingent Workforce Forecast
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Case in Point 

A leading manufacturer partnered with Pymetrics,  
a specialist in AI recruiting, to create an online  
platform that allows aspiring workers to be initially 
assessed in their own homes, in front of a computer  
or mobile phone screen. Online games and video  
interviews are then used to screen candidates, as well 
as AI algorithms to filter the pool of potential workers. 
This results in a reduction of both hiring times and 
costs. The company is able to process millions of  
applications this way, which increases the possibility 
that candidates reaching a final interview will both 
receive and accept an offer. As another outcome of 
this approach, the manufacturer has also significantly 
increased employee diversity in the areas of gender, 
ethnicity and socioeconomic status.
 

By creating pervasive, cross-functional policies, processes 
and tasks throughout the company, as well as ensuring 
that a well understood human resource plan for hiring 
“outside” workers is in place, businesses can protect 
themselves from the risks that come with a contingent 
workforce. Doing so brings transparency to the overall 
contingent worker planning and reaction process.
 
While some believe that the nature of contingent or “gig 
economy” workers is that they are individuals who could 
not hold a fulltime job, this perception is rapidly changing. 
A growing percentage of individuals now attest to being 
freelance by choice. The bottom line is that burgeoning gig 
economy workers require financial security as they  

navigate traditional roles, while employees will need  
significant support as they adjust to the rise of automation 
in the workplace.
 
Given the meteoric rise of the gig worker in this Fourth 
Industrial Revolution, it is not unreasonable to suggest that 
within the next decade even the largest companies may 
be reliant on a significant contingent workforce outside 
of the C-suite. Businesses have to plan among buying a 
new workforce as a result of corporate transformation or 
post-merger needs, building on their existing internal work-
force, and/or outsourcing their needs to service providers, 
temps, or independent contractors.  
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Making the Worker Central to the 
Organizational Ecosystem8

Figure 8. Prominent New Work Practices in the 4IR

The new organization will be a business-digital ecosystem driven by human value and purpose. This will challenge workers 
and leaders alike to embrace and adapt to changing structures, relationships, and expectations.

New organizational growth maps are needed and traditional jobs must shift to the nature of new work practices as business 
ecosystems evolve with new digital capabilities. The traits of a successful digital transformation are increased agility,  
innovation at scale, and levels of collaboration that become deeply embedded in the culture of the organization. Worker  
adoption and mastery are the keys to the ultimate success of any cognitive enterprise. 
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Case in Point 

A leading online communications  
company prioritizes its workers by  
encouraging an extraordinary level of 
candidness, a culture of rule avoidance, 
independent decision-making, and open, 
broad, and deliberate information sharing. 
These incorporate the company’s five 
pillars of Attitude, Productivity,  
Communication, Autonomy and  
Latitude that contribute to high morale, 
effectiveness, worker resilience and  
the ready of sharing of new ideas.  

In an era of uncertainty and disruption, new work practices must  
be instantiated as culture. Pervasive digital capabilities mean that 
every cultural nuance within a company is fair game for public  
consumption and discussion. Pursuing a diversity of ideas,  
encouraging participation through shared learnings, embedding 
customer-centric ideals and informal ways of working must in turn 
enable reliable, impromptu action and insights when these are  
needed most.

This environment opens new avenues of intellectual challenge and 
productivity for core workers, along with a more flexible and agile 
way of conducting everyday business. It is critical that workers  
are fully engaged and recognized for their elevated level of  
contribution to the enterprise. 

There are many questions that must be addressed for this  
transformation to occur. Once a new work practice is in place,  
how can a business ensure that a collaborative human-machine 
approach to problem solving evolves? How will workers assimilate 
and adapt to new flows of knowledge from business ecosystems? 
How will organizational transformation pave the way for institutional 
innovation? As we move from scalable efficiency to scalable learning, 
what role will HR play in the design of new organizational systems 
and new work? 

One definitive outcome is that digital platforms will be used to match 
workers with employers and skills with demand. We can expect to 
see nimble organizational ecosystems minimally staffed by multi- 
talented individuals with outstanding management skills who  
can take full advantage of new knowledge flows as conduits for  
product and service innovation. Individual talents will come together 
as necessary to collaborate only for the duration of specific projects. 
We may also witness the recruitment process becoming an integral 
part of the ebb and flow of requisite gig worker talent as fulltime or 
lifetime employee positions become an artifact of a bygone age. 
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Adapting the Workforce to 
Gain Transient Advantage
Transient advantage strategies are a phenomenon of the 
4IR and the rise of business ecosystems. These typically 
come into play when the core industry is unpredictable, 
when cheaper solutions are already in the marketplace, 
when company stock is consistently undervalued, when 
investments are not realizing better margins, when cus-
tomers are no longer enthusiastic about the company’s 
products, or when competition is emerging from other 
ecosystems. 

These strategies support the premise that sustainable 
competitive advantage is now the exception, not the rule. 
A transient strategy focuses on the velocity of competitive 
advantage and is more customer-centric, fluid, and less 
industry-bound. 

Using a transient advantage approach, companies may 
create new products for markets that have fewer choices 
as a result of having established regulatory and other 
roadblocks to competitive intrusion. Another approach 
is to become exceptional through both scale and costs. 
Among other factors, this means establishing and  
maintaining market share no matter what, provided that 
the growth rate exceeds the anticipated rate of return. It 
also means pricing new products as low as is necessary  
to either dominate the market segment or to cease sales 
if that dominance is not quickly established. A third 
approach is to ensure that business processes are so 
streamlined that a company can be first to market with  
a high quality, low cost product.

9

Figure 9. Transient Advantage Strategies and Resource Reallocation
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Case in Point 

Over the past year, this software producer has evolved 
its business paradigm to embrace transient advantage 
as a means to gain competitive advantage while plac-
ing customer needs at the forefront of new product 
offerings. This is a major shift from its former revenue 
and profit focus and has resulted in a far greater 
emphasis on employee readiness for rapid change 
in an environment where the contest is seen as one 
that is less about product offerings than ecosystem 
dominance. The clear distinctions between industries, 
suppliers, buyers and competitors no longer exist, and 
worker preparedness is a central part of coping with 
this brave new world. 

To embrace a transient advantage strategy, workers 
must upskill and adopt new ways of working. This 
“digital acceleration” means adapting to rapid  
change becomes a way of life. This concept of  
infinite learning is intended to expand people’s  
capacity to flourish in the fast-moving digital  
economy.

We already know from cognitive psychology that 
repetition reinforces neural activity, so it stands to 
reason that new digital skills and innovative ways of 
thinking, if repeated over a prolonged period of time, 
can also rewire a person’s way of embracing change. 
From a worker perspective, it is essential to build  
robust employee networks of understanding, so  
that a company’s strategy and its consequent  
downstream processes may be adopted with  
minimal disruption. It is important to avoid  
energy-sapping restructuring and rather, focus  
on adjusting the workforce as necessary to meet 
anticipated demand. 

By tying the development of intellectual flexibility to 
the worker experience, transient advantage strategies 
may be more easily assimilated into the day-to-day 
operations of the business. Additionally, workers 
should be trained to focus on meeting customer 
needs in ecosystem arenas rather than being  
beholden to traditional benchmarks from vertical 
marketplaces. 
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10Digital ROI and the Worker

Figure 10. Examples of ROI Using a Digital Colleague Approach

So how do we measure the return on investment (ROI) 
from a digital transformation initiative? Apart from obvious 
metrics, such as turnover versus automation investment, 
customer acquisition versus churn, customer satisfaction, 
engagement, digital adoption, uptime, resolution on first 
contact, response times, and so on, we must also look 
at the impact of more radical transformation efforts that 
promise far reaching effects on the workforce.

The notion of having a digital colleague who deals with 
mundane or routine work and frees up a human counter-
part to focus on innovative and emotionally fulfilling tasks 
is one that is rapidly coming to fruition in this second 
wave of the 4IR. We can expect these digital colleagues 
to become much more pervasive and to have a profound 
effect on workers' experiences and overall productivity in 
the near future.

Digital colleagues are not necessarily anthropomorphic, 
but they are capable of fulfilling traditional human tasks 
with far greater accuracy and efficiency. This could mean 
eliminating communications that typically take up to 
10% of their human counterpart’s working day. Likewise, 
disseminating useful knowledge to human workers on a 
just-in-time basis would be imperative.

Digital colleagues are particularly effective in improving 
productivity. It is estimated that workers spend up to a 
fifth of their entire working day searching for information 
that enables them to fulfill assignments. Other areas of 
focus ripe for digital work include new hire onboarding, 
social networking and customer satisfaction. 
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Case in Point 

A large insurance company uses an MIT-sourced 
voice-controlled virtual assistant named Cogito that uses 
natural language technology to understand customer 
inquiries. It interfaces with contact routing software to 
place calls and other forms of communication into an 
appropriate queue, but also gauges the level of customer 
emotion prior to reaching an agent. This is known as an 
“empathy advisor” that alerts the worker systematically to 
perceived stress in the customer’s tone of voice. Cogito 
also analyzes the pace and pattern of calls to ensure that 
the communication is optimized. Long silences, quickened 
tone of voice and concurrent speech are all flagged by the 
system. As a result, the company reports that customer 
satisfaction scores are significantly improved, and average 
call durations have declined considerably.

To define key performance indicators, a business must 
first decide the level to which it wants digital colleagues 
to assist the human workforce and in which particular 
areas of day-to-day operations. For example, is an initiative 
targeted towards optimizing contact center operations by 
proactively searching for relevant information based on 
the classification of the customer contact? This approach 
is particularly effective when it is used to assist customers 
in queue by rapidly answering routine questions without 
the need for human intervention, thus expediting hold 
times and freeing up agents to handle more complex 
issues.

To realize a comprehensive and measurable ROI, tools 
like digital colleagues must not only handle repetitive 
work at scale and machine pace, but also be capable of 
learning by “observing” human counterparts. For example, 
by facilitating routine, yet time-consuming requests that 
might involve searching for a particular web address and 
recalling login details, the digital colleague can save work-
ers otherwise non-productive time by seamlessly integrat-
ing with any enterprise process or system. As such, the 
impact on ROI can be particularly effective.  
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11Aligning the Worker  
and Customer Experiences
As vertical markets evolve into ecosystems and digitiza-
tion transforms traditional ways of working, forward- 
thinking organizations that equate the worker experience 
to that of the customer will drive collaboration across the 
entire business platform. Companies can no longer afford 
to ignore the need to involve the entire workforce, whether 
it is composed of employees or gig workers, in any  
customer-centric transformation effort.  

Second wave platforms will function as technology- 
enabled business models that create value by facilitating 
exchanges and interactions among employees, workers 
and customers. These platforms will unify people,  
processes, policies and networked technology to  
enable value exchanges throughout the ecosystem. In 
other words, the quest for customer-centric excellence  
is similarly applied to the worker’s journey. The burgeoning 
gig worker population will increasingly assume dual roles 
as both brand advocates and discerning customers.

Unified governance structures will infiltrate functional silos 
and support engagements that do not draw an intractable 

line between those who are paid to provide a product or 
service and those who are willing to pay. The more  
closely a company aligns its customer-centric strategy  
to the interests of its workers, the more the boundary  
between each entity dissipates. Those companies that 
place extreme limits on workers rather than investing the 
time to truly comprehend compliance parameters are 
unlikely to flourish in the new world order. 

Second wave platforms that necessarily enhance  
omnichannel interactions, digital marketing, predictive 
analytics, and the development of customer personas 
through the use of AI and ML must strive for a unified 
employee, gig worker and customer experience that  
treats all as equal participants in an ecosystem that  
does not distinguish one from the other. Siloed functions 
that are focused on individual customer touchpoints 
without awareness of the overarching customer and 
worker journeys, while still the norm in many companies, 
must now adopt the broader goal of aligning the customer 
and worker experiences or risk becoming obsolete in the 
all-inclusive digital sphere.

Figure 11. Aligning Worker and Customer Experiences
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Case in Point 

The CEO of a major airline puts “workers first,  
customers second and shareholders third.” His  
philosophy is that in the end, the shareholders do well, 
the customers do better, and the workers are happy. 
By viewing workers as his primary customers and  
fully understanding the frontline experience through  
a technique called “walkabout”, he believes that the 
ripple effect is superior to that of companies who 
focus purely on efficiency metrics. Using agile  
techniques that obliterate functional siloes, every 
worker takes responsibility for the end-to-end  
experience, not just of the external, but also that  
of their peers, while being cognizant of their own  
personal level of satisfaction with every transaction. 
The end-to-end process is seen as cyclical in which  
a satisfied worker is ultimately a satisfied customer. 
“An exceptional company is one that gets all of these 
little details right,” the CEO concludes. “There is no  
us and them.”
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12Engaging the Workforce  
in Disruptive Innovation

Figure 12. Disruptive Technologies Emerging in the 4IR

While most established companies seek to sustain and 
improve, disruptive innovators will revolutionize the  
marketplace by altering and improving products and  
services in ways that the marketplace did not expect.  
The massive growth of AI, robotics and cognitive  
computing, the tsunami of data, the fundamental change 
in the nature of careers, and the explosion in contingent 
work will largely be driven by disruptive platforms.  
Using these platforms, companies with fewer resources 
will successfully challenge established incumbent  
businesses by targeting overlooked segments and  
delivering more-suitable functionality at a lower price.

Success in the second wave of the 4IR is about  
developing the right leadership capabilities, workforce 
skills and corporate cultures to support digital  
transformation. The implications for job creation are  
profound, as there needs to be a revolution in skills  
acquisition, as well as organizational transformation. 

As disruptive innovation suggests a lean approach, we  
can expect the automation of predictable, repetitive  
physical work to accelerate exponentially, along with  
office support and administrative duties. Instead, the  
new breed of worker will epitomize flexibility with an  
innate ability to collaborate, both with humans and  
machines, especially as the Internet of Things (IoT)  
becomes an even more intrinsic part of everyday life.  
The 4IR worker will handle more complex tasks and  
be able to discern rational solutions in high pressure 
situations.

From a management perspective, companies must embed 
the notion of upskilling into the corporate culture and 
determine where traditional jobs no longer correlate with 
essential digital skillsets. Once this gap is defined,  
a digital learning model comes into play and workers  
become part of a measurable future-proofing strategy. 
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Case in Point 

A major platform uses peer-to-peer commerce to  
disrupt the traditional traveler accommodation sector 
by letting individuals open up rooms in their homes. 
The company also seeks to create change and  
empower its employees, in the process increasing  
customer satisfaction levels. The leadership team 
drives the culture and explains the overall purpose  
of its actions to frontline employees, creating  
authenticity and trust. Given the rapid evolution  
of any company engaged in disruptive innovation,  
the employee experience at this company focuses  
on meeting the needs of workers as situations change. 
Workers here are given the option of finding where 
they work most effectively for each task.

We have already seen that durable skills will sit virtually on top of hard skills like engineering and programming. Disruptive 
innovators will be driven by those who have the ability to quickly learn, possess a passion for life-long learning, and the  
wherewithal to add value in an unpredictable and insecure environment, rather than those who rely solely on traditional  
educational routes in an effort to realize the possibility of a long-term career.

Disruptive innovators will be able to adapt to working with machines as peers and even managers, for it is inevitable that  
the economies of scale required for these companies to adopt new business models and create or penetrate new business  
ecosystems demand that both humans and machines work together seamlessly. As the pace of change accelerates, C-suite 
executives will be faced with the “innovator’s dilemma” – whether to try to hold on to an existing market by sustaining  
innovation, or whether to go after new markets through disruptive innovation. 
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Where Do 
We Go from 
Here?

Workers are embracing more durable skills like critical thinking, 
creativity, complex problem-solving, and open-mindedness as 
a new type of “superjob” combines multiple traditional roles by 
requiring a more complex set of domain, technical, and human 
skills. Organizations will have to apply collective intelligence on 
different time scales as humans assist machines and vice-versa.

Digital workers will also need to adapt to more agile and  
innovative organizational structures, as technologically adept 
networks of teams emerge to work agnostically with sales,  
marketing, service and operational assets. These teams will 
use AI and ML to mine and leverage massive amounts of data. 
As such, continuous learning will become one of several agile 
building blocks.

While traditional companies will continue to use proprietary 
knowledge stocks to compete in a push marketplace, digital 
natives and organizations that embrace business ecosystems 
will recognize and leverage the knowledge flows that exist on 
the edges of ecosystems. 

We foresee the worker becoming central to the organizational 
ecosystem through new work practices that take into consider-
ation things like social value creation, team-based agility,  
continuous learning, and new knowledge flows. In turn, these 
practices will drive the behavioral and cultural changes that  
will result in increased collaboration, calculated risk-taking  
and customer centricity.

Reinventing the future of work requires a concerted effort.  
Finding long-term solutions requires ideas from every  
quarter. In the near future, we may find workers helping to  
develop automating technologies that make humans more  
effective and efficient. Companies may find it in their best  
interests to invest in developing those employees whose  
jobs have been erased by automation.

Many fear that changes may occur so quickly and on such  
a broad scale that they may pose a threat not only to individual 
workers, but also to the stability of entire industries. However, 
with deliberate, coordinated action we can proactively, thought-
fully, and to our collective benefit, reinvent the future of work.
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Logical Design Solutions is a digital strategy and 
design consultancy that helps market leaders realize 
their most important business and people strategies 
through technological innovation. By placing the  
worker experience at the epicenter of change, our 
purpose is to help organizations operationalize their 
digital transformation for every employee.

From the C-suite to front line operations, we create 
digital organizational strategies that are designed to 
harmonize, humanize, and create a working nexus for 
business assets and ecosystems while maximizing 
technology investments and realizing new value.

For over thirty years, clients have come to LDS because 
of our reputation for intellectual rigor, our foundation 
in bold experience strategy, and our commitment to 
enabling critical organizational transformation through 
disruption and innovation.

As the universe of technologies continues to expand, 
working smarter and unlocking new value are  
essential. At LDS, we harness new digital capabilities 
with strategic focus to address the unique challenges 
and opportunities of every client.
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